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Abstract
In the paper “Conditionally exactly soluble class of quantum potentials” by A.
de Souza Dutra [Phys. Rev. A 47 (1993) R2435] the whole s−wave spectrum
of bound states in potentials V1(r) = A/r+B/r
1/2+G0/r
2 with G0 = −3h¯/32µ
and V2(r) = Ar
2/3 +B/r2/3 + g0/r
2 with g0 = −5h¯
2/72µ has been constructed
in closed form. We show that both the result and the method of its derivation
are not correct.
Computation of bound states in a central symmetric well V (~r) = V (r), r =
|~r| ∈ (0,∞) is facilitated by the separation of variables. This is known to reduce




4Ψ(~r) + V (~r)Ψ(~r) = EΨ(~r) (1)







ψ(r) + V (r)ψ(r) = Eψ(r), ` = 0, 1, . . . . (2)
The Newton’s excellent review [1] summarizes the technique: Most easily,
bound states may be determined as the so called regular solutions ψreg(r) of
eq. (2) constrained by the well known asymptotic condition of normalizability
ψreg(R) = 0, R→∞. (3)
In practice, one often truncates the infinite system (2) and works in the mere
s−wave approximation with ` ≡ 0. After such a further reduction the problem
becomes exceptionally easy. A. de Souza Dutra [2] even claims that for the




















the whole s−wave spectrum may be defined by elementary formulae.
In our short note we intend to demonstrate that the construction described
in ref. [2] is incorrect. Let us first contemplate all the forces of the type (4) or









, ε > 0. (6)
At small r  1, the radial Schro¨dinger eq. (2) is easily solvable and has the
real and independent pair of solutions for G 6= −(` + 1/2)2,
ψreg(r) ∼ r
L+1, ψirreg(r) ∼ r











We see that for the sufficiently weak attraction G > −1/4 the system may
be quantized. Of course, irregular solution ψirreg(r) must be discarded as
unphysical; otherwise, the spectrum would remain ambiguous [3]. In the less
ad hoc formulation of quantum dynamics such a requirement simply reflects
the necessity of existence of the kinetic energy |〈Ψ|4|Ψ〉| < ∞. Obligatorily,
the latter condition must be recalled even in analyses of the most elementary
s−wave potentials with G = 0 [4]. In the present context, with the strongly
singular potentials (4) and (5), it only implies that we must postulate the
second boundary condition in the slightly unusual form










, r ≈ 0. (8)
Precisely the subtlety of this condition of the “physical tractability” of the
strongly attractive couplings G ∈ (0,− − 1/4) was the main source of misun-
derstanding in ref. [2]: Both the regular and irregular solutions vanish in the
origin for the above strongly singular potentials V1,2(r) since ψ1,reg(r) ∼ r
3/4
and ψ2,reg(r) ∼ r
5/6 while ψ1,irreg(r) ∼ r
1/4 and ψ2,irreg(r) ∼ r
1/6.
Paper [2] offers explicit formulae (viz., equations Nr. (9) and (13)) for
wavefunctions ψ1,2(r). Generically, these wavefunctions are manifestly irregular
in the origin and, hence, unphysical. At the same time, it is amusing to notice
that a zero of an n−th wavefunction (say, of ψ1(r) ∼ r
1/4Hn[cn · r
1/2 − B · dn]
with Hermite polynomial and certain constants cn and dn [2]) may still coincide
with r = 0 at a specific value of the coupling B = Bn. At random we then
achieve an explicit compatibility of the solution with boundary condition (8).
Such a coincidence occurs precisely in the spirit of the general and well known
partial (often called quasi-exact [5]) solvability of potentials (4) and (5).
The method of ref. [2] itself changes variables in the radial equation (2)
with r → rconst, etc. This replaces the doublet of problems with potentials (4)
and (5) by the fully equivalent (though more transparent) eigenvalue problem
with the shifted s−wave harmonic oscillator,
V3(r) = Ω
2r2 + ω r, r ∈ (0,∞). (9)
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In such a re-formulation of the equations the source of misunderstanding is
even more clearly detected. In contradiction to eq. Nr. (7a) of ref. [2] one
cannot claim that the “true” energies in V3(r) are equal to ET ∼ n+1/2. Their
determination is a purely numerical problem in general.
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